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Why?

Increasingly 
inescapable & 
opaque data 

collection 
environment
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Data Collection Landscape



Vox Pops and Privacy Policies



Policy Business type Geographical coverage

Visa Credit card Australia

Woolworths Rewards Supermarket loyalty program Australia

Westfield Shopping centre Australia

9Now Catch-up TV Australia

LinkedIn Networking site Global

MindBodyOnline App for exercise appointments Multiple countries

iSelect Comparison website Australia

Snapchat Social media Global

Privacy Policies



• Lengthy and complicated (Hemingway App)

• At least a year 10 education required

• The 8 policies alone would take over 2 hours to read 

• Vague on collection, sharing and use

• Couched in ‘may’ for collection and use

• Policies use ‘trusted partners’ without identifying who 

they are

• Varying levels of control

• Limited ability to opt out of data collection

• Not clear what practices can be opted out of

Privacy Policy Analysis Findings

Image source: https://www.designboom.com/readers/dima-yarovinsky-visualizes-facebook-instagram-snapchat-terms-of-service-05-07-2018/

https://www.designboom.com/readers/dima-yarovinsky-visualizes-facebook-instagram-snapchat-terms-of-service-05-07-2018/


Case Study: Nine Entertainment 
Co. Privacy Policy

You acknowledge and agree that information 
including your personal information may be shared 
within the Nine Entertainment Co. group of 
companies and provided to third parties, and used by 
those organisations for any of the purposes 
disclosed in this Privacy Policy.”

“Other information, including anonymous data collected 
via your interaction with our websites and third party 
sites (where we provide website analytics tools or deliver 
advertisements) using technologies such as cookies and 
web beacons (described below) may be sold or 
otherwise provided by us to third parties including our 
partners, clients and service providers for purposes 
including (but not limited to) data-matching, campaign 
analysis, selling aggregated anonymous data via 
advertising exchanges, conducting launch surveys, and 
modelling.

What Nine tells us What Nine tells marketers
“Nine has over 300 consumer touchpoints throughout a user’s 
journey across the internet (search, mobile, gaming, editorial, 
portals, social, email, online shops and more). This allows us to 
build upon the broadest 360-degree view of a single consumer 
and enable products which model end-to-end user journeys and 
cross-device consumer behaviour for a more accurate targeting 
buy and a richer data story…
“Scale + precision is the perfect combination at Nine – and by 
leveraging Microsoft’s 15.3 million user accounts we are able to 
attach all behaviours and devices on our network to people. This 
ensures we humanise all of our data and see beyond buckets of 
intention behaviour to more complex path-to-purchase behaviour 
for specific brands. The idea behind humanised data is to 
recognise people, not numbers. We aim to understand the 
person behind the data, across all their devices.”

Source: https:///www.nineentertainmentco.com.au/brand-dataSource: Nine Entertainment Co Privacy Policy, accessed 27 May 2019.

Dataset uses include: enabling audience targeting, achieving a 
single user view across all devices, producing a detailed profile 
view of the website audience and matching users against offline 
databases.



Outcomes
“I don’t have to listen 
to your conversations 

because I’ve 
accumulated all 

the...clicks and likes 
you’ve ever made, 
and it makes this 

voodoo doll act more 
and more like you.”

Tristan Harris, ex-Google 
design ethicist

Source: https://www.abc.net.au/triplej/programs/hack/your-phone-is-not-spying-its-listening-to-your-voodoo-doll/11073686

https://www.abc.net.au/triplej/programs/hack/your-phone-is-not-spying-its-listening-to-your-voodoo-doll/11073686


So what?

To capture the 
benefits of big 
data, we need 
to be honest 

about the risks

Image source: https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/tools-and-
resources/calculators-and-apps/life-insurance-claims-comparison-tool

https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/tools-and-resources/calculators-and-apps/life-insurance-claims-comparison-tool


Case study: Target (USA)
• Target customer profiles 

include:
• Transactions
• Contact details
• Demographic 

information
• Aggregated historical 

transaction data used to 
develop a “pregnancy 
prediction” score

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/#271441026668

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/#271441026668


• Mood, stress levels, 
and mental health 
issues can all be 
inferred

• Detailed consumer 
profiles enable 
manipulation

Manipulation

Source: https://www.psychologium.com/7-ways-to-manipulate-someone-to-do-
anything-you-want/

https://www.psychologium.com/7-ways-to-manipulate-someone-to-do-anything-you-want/


Discrimination and Exclusion

Sources: https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/10/tracking-your-pregnancy-an-app-may-be-more-public-
than-you-think/?utm_term=.046a65c5a1be and https://www.vox.com/2018/4/2/17189078/grindr-hiv-status-data-sharing-
privacy

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/10/tracking-your-pregnancy-an-app-may-be-more-public-than-you-think/?utm_term=.046a65c5a1be
https://www.vox.com/2018/4/2/17189078/grindr-hiv-status-data-sharing-privacy


• Safety
• Widespread location data 

tracking
• Social cooling

• Awareness of surveillance 
affects behaviour

• Children
• Content often shared 

without their consent
• Decisions made as a child 

will affect adult 
opportunities

Other Harms

Image source: Instagram via https://www.elle.com/culture/celebrities/a26927304/gwyneth-paltrow-apple-martin-instagram-photo-comment/

https://www.elle.com/culture/celebrities/a26927304/gwyneth-paltrow-apple-martin-instagram-photo-comment/


• Consumer Data Right
• Data Sharing 

Legislation
• Digital Platforms 

Inquiry

Australian Policy Environment

Source: https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/ACCC%20Digital%20Platforms%20Inquiry%20-%20Preliminary%20Report.pdf

https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/ACCC%20Digital%20Platforms%20Inquiry%20-%20Preliminary%20Report.pdf


Policy Responses: Data 
Collection
• Transparency is going to be a key building block for:

• Regulators to understand the market

• Consumers to see what is happening with their data

• Consumer comprehension and control:

• Ability to delete

• Consent that is provided expressly, specific to purpose, easy to understand, 

easily accessible and withdrawn, and freely given



Policy Responses: 
Data Use
• Accountability

• Notification of automated decision-making

• Explainability

• Minimum protection standards

• Safety standards for connected devices

• Ban on tracking children

• Unfair practices

• Right to be free of manipulation
Source: Twitter, @Dilbert_Daily



#YourDataLife Vox Pop: Do you 
protect your privacy online?
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